
Model Riflescopes 

Reticle

Magnification(x)

Objective lens (mm)

Main Tube Size (mm)

Exit Pupil Diameter (mm) 

Eye relief (mm)

Field of View at (°)

Field of view (m/100m)

Focal Plane Position

Dioptric Compensation (D)

Daylight Transmission - typical (%) 

Impact Per Click (cm/100m)

Windage/Elevation Adjust.(MOA)

Paralax Correction (y/n)

Weight (g)

Overall Length

6-18x50

Z-Plex II, BDC

6 | 18

50

25.4

8.2| 2.8

 98 | 98

6.04 |1.99

10.6 | 3.5

2

-3 | 3

93

0.7

 40

46m - infinity

530

390

 

6-42

Z-Plex

6 

42

25.4

7

 90

3.5

6.1

2

-3 | 3

 

0.7

203

no

445

315

3-9x42

Z-Plex 

3 | 9

42

25.4

12.4| 4.7

 96 | 99

7 | 2.32

12.2 | 4

2

-3 | 3

93

0.7

75

no

446

315

MP3942 

3.5-10x44

Z-Plex, 4C-RDi

3.5 | 10

44

25.4

11.8 | 4.4

 90

5.9 | 2.1

10.3 | 3.6

2

-3 | 3

93

0.7

180

no

470

329

MP351044RD MP41250BDC 

4-12x50

Z-Plex 

4 | 12

50

25.4

12.4| 4.2

 99 | 102

5.25 |1.72

9.2 | 3

2

-3 | 3

92

0.7

 57

no

516

357

MP61850 MP642 

®MeoPro  3-9x42
All-around performance made surprisingly affordable.
The classic hunting riflescope, appropriate for hunters 
of all experience levels and the various big game 
animals they go after.  From Roe Bucks in Central 
Europe to Red Deer in New Zealand, the MeoPro 
3-9x42 is the versatile choice for the demanding 
outdoor enthusiast.

®MeoPro  6x42
Experience the simplicity of the hunt.
Enjoy the simplicity of a quality fixed power scope. The 
MeoPro 6x42 delivers incredible resolution and brightness 
and its 6x magnification strikes an excellent balance for 
close to medium shooting distances. Proprietary 

TMMeoBright  ion assisted lens multi-coatings deliver 
maximum light transmission and edge to edge clarity in all 

TMconditions and our MeoShield  coating protects 
exposed lens surfaces from abrasion.

®MeoPro  3.5-10x44
Extra range and twilight confidence.
The Bright and sharp with smooth operating and robust 

®mechanics the new MeoPro  3.5-10x44 gives the 
hunter a little more objective size and a lot more 

TMconfidence during twilight hunting hours. MeoBright  
ion assisted lens multi-coatings deliver maximum light 
transmission and sharpness in every lighting condition 

TMand our MeoShield  coating protects exposed lens 
®surfaces from abrasion. The new MeoPro  3.5-10x44 

is ready for a successful hunt. 

®MeoPro  4-12x50
All-around performance made surprisingly affordable.

®One of our most versatile scopes the MeoPro  4-
12x50 delivers the extra reach required in wide open 
terrain while the large 50mm objective gathers more 

TMlight in dawn and dusk hours. MB5501  ion 
assisted lens multi-coatings deliver maximum 
brightness and edge-to-edge clarity in challenging 

TMconditions and our MeoShield  coating protects 
TMexposed lens surfaces from abrasion. The MeoTrackII  

posi-click finger adjustable turrets offer precise ¼ 
MOA click adjustments. If you hunt a variety of terrain 
this 4-12x50 is the perfect optic for you. From eastern 
hardwood forests to wide-open big sky hunting our 
MeoPro 4-12x50 will get the job done.

®MeoPro  6-18x50
The long range perfectionist.

®The MeoPro  6-18x50 delivers the accuracy and shot 
after shot performance expected in a precision long-range 
hunting and target riflescope.  A third turret parallax 
adjustment keeps bullets precisely on target, regardless of 
distance, while reducing the time required to make 

TMaccurate shots. MeoTrackII  posi-click finger adjustable 
TMturrets offer precise ¼ MOA click adjustments. MB5501  

ion assisted lens multi-coatings deliver maximum 
brightness and edge-to-edge sharpness and clarity and our 

TMMeoShield  coating protects exposed lens surfaces 
TMfrom abrasion. The MeoQuick  eyepiece brings your 

target rapidly into precise focus.  If you seek perfection… 
this is your new scope.

®MeoPro  3-9x42

®MeoPro  3.5-10x44

®MeoPro  4-12x50

®MeoPro  6-18x50

®MeoPro  6x42

Illuminated #4 reticle. 
optimised for bright daylight and twilight 

to night conditions.

4C RDI
Z-Plex II. Thinner posts and fine

crosshairs for reduced target obstruction.

ZII
Provides holdover info 

for 200 to 500yds

BDC

Z-Plex. All purpose reticle featuring 
medium weight posts & fine crosshairs

Z



Model Binoculars

Magnification (x)

Objective Lens (mm)

Field of view at (m/1000m)

Field of view (°)

Eye relief (mm)

Shortest Focusing Distance (m)

Exit Pupil Diameter (mm)

Twilight Factor

Daylight Transmission - typical (%)

Twilight Transmission (%)

Interpupillary Distance (mm)

Dioptric Correction (D)

Height (mm)

Width (mm)

Depth (mm)

Weight - w/o caps & strap (g)

MP1042HD MP842HD

10 x 42

10

42

107

6.1

17.4

1.6

4.2

20.4

85

82

55 | 76

-3 | 3

151

134

53

715

8 x 42

8

42

117

6.67

24

1.6

5.3

18.4

86

81

55 | 76

-3 | 3

154

134

53

730

Meopta is a global manufacturer of precision optics, specializing in the design, engineering and assembly of complex optical, 
opto-mechanical and opto-electronic systems. Boasting one the best trained and most highly skilled work forces in the industry, 
Meopta develops and manufactures the most technologically advanced, high performance products in the world.

Designed for nearly any adventure, the 
MeoPro 42mm Series delivers the 
performance required of serious binocular 
users. First-class optical elements are fully 
multi-coated, ensuring brilliant, sharp 
images, from edge-to-edge. The central 
focusing system is silky smooth, even 
in extremely cold conditions, and 
brings images to sharp focus in just 
1-¼ revolutions. Generous eye relief, 
combined with three position twist-up 
eyecups allows users to control their 
personal imaging position. Supremely 
comfortable and lightweight, the 
MeoPro 42mm Series binocular is fully 
rubber-armored and completely waterproof 
and fogproof.

10x42 – When you need to squeeze a little 
more power out of your favorite binocular, 
the MeoPro 10x42 is the right choice.  
Smooth central focusing with integrated 
diopter adjustment and three-position 
twist-up eyecups allow users the ideal 
amount of precise focus with comfortable 
viewing.

8x42 – The model choice not only for bird 
watching and nature observation.  The 
MeoPro 8x42 provides a wide 117 meter 
FOV (@ 1000m) and lightweight body, 
ensuring that you will enjoy every moment 
of searching and identifying your favorite 
species.

TMMeoShield  - Ion-assisted coating protects external lens 
surfaces and delivers enhanced resistance to scratching 

TMor abrasion in extreme conditions. MeoShield  meets 
military specifications for durability and surface hardness.

TM TMMeoQuick  - MeoQuick  fast-focus eyepiece 
rapidly brings your target into sharp focus and 
provides extra diopter travel to accommodate a 
wider range of visual acuity variations.

Lens Components - Individual lens components 
are meticulously ground and polished in-house 
and precisely matched for superior performance.

Fogproof - Purged and sealed with inert 
Nitrogen gas to provide 100% guaranteed 
fogproof performance.

Waterproof - 100% guaranteed submersible and are 
fully protected against humidity, rain and snow.

TMMeoTrak II  Elevation and Windage Control - posi-click 
finger adjustable windage and elevation turrets deliver 
precise, ¼ MOA (0,7cm / 100m) click adjustment with 
superior repeatability, unparalleled tracking capability and 
ultimate accuracy. Positive tactile and audible clicks 
ensure accurate zeroing and adjustability in the field.
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